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Marisa Riviere fixed a previous modification which accidentally inserted some LIST X 
and LIST -X cards into LIBEDIT. Marisa also fixed a page heading problem in 
CATALOG for time-sharing formatted output files. 

Bruce Johnson added a modification which defines a new BINARY FILE QUEUE TYPE. 
The BINARY files are to be used soon by remote minicomputers (PDP-8's) communi
cating with SUPIO. 

William Elliott fixed a problem in RESEX which was causing erroneous D~~ FILE 
ERROR messages between level 3 deadstarts. William also fixed EXAMINE to properly 
process zero length records. 

Kevin Matthews added a modification which fixes an error in PPRBIN, the mod that 
added a binary search of the Peripheral Library Directory (PLD) to the system. 
The search routine updates a counter for each PP overlay if the Performance 
Measurement Statistics (PMS) table is long enough. In the original mod, the check 
for the table long enough was off by 60B words, and when the system was run ~nth 
a short PMS table, various locations in the dayfile buffers were accidentally 
updated. Mod *PPRBIN corrects the check so the system runs correctly \·Jith a short 
PMS table. 

PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE OPERATING SYSTEM 

The following proposal is by Don Hamnes (as suggested by N. L. Reddy). 

This is a proposal for putting functions which enter files into I/O queues 
into the PP program QFM. Among other things this involves defining new 
QFM functions and changing the code in other PP routines which the new .QFM 
functions replace to calls to these new QFM functions. 

The following is meant to be a list of the most significant (and/or most 
obvious to the user) changes: 

1. Replace the code in LFM corresponding to LFM functions 4,5, 6, 7, 16 
and 50 by calls to new QFM functions which will do the same operations. 

2. Define a QFM function corresponding to what is now SFM function 13 
(lease file to Cyber link transmit) and replace the code for SFM 
function 13 by a call to this QFM function. SF}! function 0 will not 
be moved now since CDC moves it to QFM at level 10. 

3. In addition to replacing the code in OUT by a call to an appropriate 
new QFM function, the following will be done to the function currently 
performed by OUT: 

For any non-empty mass storage file at the user's control point 
which is of print or plot file type, or of punch file type and 
with the name: PUNCH, PUNCHB or PS, make the OUT function 



in QFM handle the files in such a way that it appears the user did 
a DISPOSE or RELEASE of the file to the appropriate queue. The 
site to which the files would be released would be the DISPOSE 
default site. This would mean that the current OUTPUT file (if it 
is not empty) would have the same dayfile appended to it as if the 
user had issued the control card: DISPOSE (OUTPUT= PR). This 
will insure that operators \.Jil l know how to handle the output; that 
is, it will be handled like DTSPOSED output. As is currently the 
practice, telex-origin users would not be able to call OUT. 

4. Replace the code in lCJ which deals with releasing files to various queues 
by a call to a new QFM function; it will be necessary to move some other 
code from lCJ to this QFM function in order to have operations performed 
in the proper order. This will mean that most of the code which is in 
lCJ now will be moved into QFM. This new QFM function will finish job 
completion processing. 

5. Define a bit in the installation area which lCJ will set before calling 

6. 

7. 

the appropriate QFM function. This will insure that the QFM function which 
finishes job completion processing will not be user callable. 

Change 
priate 

Change 
issued 

FILES so that the OUT and DISPOSE control cards issue an appro
QFM function call instead of an OUT or LFM call. 

the RELEASE macro so that appropriate QFM function calls are 
instead of LFM calls (for LFM functions 4,5, 6, 7, 16 and 50). 

8. Will attempt to handle the error messages in a uniform manner; this means, 
for example, that no error message produced by the new QFM functions will 
indicate that an LFM error has occurred (it might indicate that a QFM 
error has occurred though). A few of the error messages which can occur 
in current LFM functions 4,5,6,7,16 and 50 will be made more explicit 
(like ILLEGAL USER ACCESS). 

9. When these changes are put into QFH the user of the current LFM functions 
4, 5, 6, 7, 16 and 50 (as well as users of OUT--if OUT will in any way 
append a dayfile) will be required to furnish a buffer of lOOOB CM words 
for use by QFM in the dayfile copy operation. Appropriate changes will 
be made to FILES so the OUT and DISPOSE control card will provide these 
buffers; similarly, lCJ will be made to provide a buffer of about this 
size. The allocation of a CM buffer appears desirable because level 10 
QFM is more crowded owing to the new code/functions which have been 
added to it by CDC. There is already a precedent for a queue file 
function requiring the user to supply a CM buffer; this is the case with 
current SFM function 0. Note: When this idea is implemented, it will 
mean that old binary decks which called LFM functions 4, 5, 6, 7, 16 
or 50 or OUT may not work. 

In general the above implies that a large number of changes will be made to 
QFM (especially to the version prior to level 10); Q~l may essentially 
be rewritten. 

The following proposals are by Kevin Matthews. 

I. The USERECS command in the CMRDECK specifies how much user ECS there is. The 
format is: 
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USERECS=RA, FL, TL. 

RA 
FL 
TL 

FWA of user ECS in thousands. 
Amount of user ECS in thousands. 
Length of central memory user ECS table 
may have user ECS at one time. 

I propose to modify the command to look like this: 

USERECS=RA, FL, MU, TL. 

the number of jobs which 

The MU parameter specifies the maximum amount of ECS any one job may use. 
If MU is not specified, MU = FL will be assumed. 

PP program MEM will also have to be changed to look at this new field. 

PPCDM will be changed to add the MU field to the ECS table. 

II. Program PDUMP 

Program PDUMP will be modified on the next deadstart tape. Currently, PDUMP 
initiates the full dump of secured permanent files on a device. For example, 

PDUMP (STF, 10, 11, 12) 

generates and executes control cards to dump pack STF on the tapes PROOlO, 
PFOOll, and PF0012. 

PDUMP will be modified so that if the first argument is an asterisk, an 
incremental dump of all devices will be taken on the tapes specified. 

PDUMP (*,47, 50) 

will cause an incremental dump to be taken on the tapes PF0047 and PF0050. 

III. PMS 

A new PP program called PMS (Performance Measurement Statistics) will be 
added to the system. PMS will be callable only from system origin jobs. 

PMS will dump certain information in the statistics dayfile. At first this 
information will be: 

1. Number of roll-ins and roll-outs. 
2. Number of sectors rolled. 
3. Free tracks on each device. 
4. Number of files in each queue. 
5. CPU idle time 
6. CPU time used by subsystems. 

This information will be used to plot performance measurement. 

The following proposals are by William Elliott. 

1. Add the following to BLANK 

Implement an FI parameter to enable specification of the FILE identifier in 
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the label at BLANK time. This would avoid an extra run with a W parameter 
in the LABEL card and might encourage users to specify an Fl •. Presently 
many are left blank along with FA. In these cases~ no protection exists agains 
data destruction. 

2. Implement PERMIT to tapes which are Public Access (FA=P). In other words, 
give write permission to account numbers specified in an optional label field 
which would be written by the BLANK routine. 

Suggested form 

BLANK (VSN=xxx, ID=xxx, FA=P, PERMIT=CDS5601/YZE6039/MQE6103) 

Owner only tapes would still be restricted. Unlimited access tapes are not 
presently restricted. 

Note: I pick "PERMIT" since BLANK also has an "OWNER" keyword. 

3. I would like to implement a "gripe" file on my account number which tape users 
could append questions, suggestions, gripes, and problems. I would review 
it regularly and either publish replies in another such file for minor matters 
and/or newsletter articles. 

Users could also list the file to determine if their problem is unique. 
Something like this would go a long way toward helping me zero in on problem 
areas. In any case I would like to try it for a few months starting some
time before school does. 

The following proposal is by E. J. Mundstock. 

ECS ROLLOUT 

To perform the ECS roll-out~ all but the first 2K (octal) ~1 is rolled out 
leaving 4K CM. The last 2K of this is used as two lK buffers for rolling out 
ECS. When the ECS is complete, the remainder of CM is rolled. ROLLIN is the 
reverse; all but the first 2K is rolled in, then the ECS is rolled in and the 
last 2K of CM is rolled in. The ECS roll-out can be suppressed with a bit in 
the DMP = entry point. 

Advantages of the scheme: 

1. No additional disk repositioning necessary during either roll-in or roll-out, 
i.e., can do roll-in and roll-out without losing revolutions on the disk. 

2. Single scheme which works whether or not DDP is functional. 

3. The method is very close to what CDC is planning to implement; so if we, 
unexpectedly, get the CDC code, no large conceptual changes need be 
expected. 

4. A relatively small number of changes are necessary. 

Disadvantages of the scheme; 

1. Roll-out file format not too good since ECS and CH are mixed. 

2. Any job with ECS must keep at least 4K CM at all times. 
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Packages changed: 

lRO 
lRI 
lAJ 
MEM 
lCJ 
CP!-IEM 
SYSEDIT 
1-ITR 
CPUMTR 

PPCOM 
DSD 

ECS roll-out code 
ECS roll-in code 
Set ECS inhibit bit for ROLLOUT/ROLLIN 
Force at least 4K CM on ECS request 
Release ECS before CM 
Set ECS inhibit bit on DMP= 
Document ECS inhibit on DMP= entry 
Add MTR request for ECS transfer 
Add code to perform ECS transfer and prevent C:t-1 from going belo~ 
4K w·hen ECS present 
Add MTR function 
Update Y display and P display to reflect ne~ MTR function. 

SYSTEM MAINTENANCE: PROCEDURES AND PEOPLE 

As I announced in a previous issue of this ne~sletter, I changed the CALLPRG 
account number pass~ord to enforce the use of RFM for the modification of 
CALLPRG files. 

Anyone that did not request to be validated for the use of RFM to handle CALLPRG 
files, please do so soon. A list of already validated accounts is on the public, 
indirect access file RAVAL, on the CALLPRG account number, on the SP pack. 

Marisa Riviere 

The following is a long awaited technical report by Robert Williams g1v1ng the 
current status of the various random acess methods utilized by MIRJE and HERITSS. 

WHAT'S REALLY RANDOM ABOUT RANDOM ACCESS? 

or 

1001 WAYS TO ACCOMPLISH THE SAME THING. 

Since prehistoric times, researchers have found it necessary to collect vast 
amounts of data in the course of their studies. Many spent large sums of time 
and money to find individual values within these masses. But that was before the 
advent of random access. 

Random access gives addresses of information on a mass storage file and then stores 
these in an index. The index is kept in memory for fast access and the informa
tion on the disk is in individual logical records at these addresses. This is 
where the similarities between the different types cease. 

It is our purpose here to identify the three basic types of random access that 
exist at UCC by discussing similarities, differences, and methods of conversion 
from one to the other. 

At the present time there exist three distinct types of random access. The first, 
or TSRUN type exists on MERITSS for TSRUN, MNF, and RUNZ3. Originally ~ritten 
for TSRUN only, early MERITSS staff foresa~ problems in having t~o forms of 
random access files on the same machine and extended the TSRUN method to the 
other compilers. 

The current Cyber 74 random access routines for MNF evolved from the original SCOPE 
routines through the MOMS form, gradually changing along the way into their current 
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state which really has no complete documentation. 

The CDC future plans for random access are exemplified by the FTN 4.0 routines 
which have good documentation and interface with the record manager package. 

Having described each type, let's look at some of the issues involved in con
verting from one form to the other. 

The first major area is the random file itself. This includes the file structure 
as well as the index. The structure of all files is basically the same. They 
consist of logical records of data with an index record at the end. At certain 
times the MERITSS and MOMS methods allowed multiple-file files to be produced but 
this is only a problem when one wants to copy from one place to another (i.e., 
COPYEI should be used). The file mark itself means nothing to the random access
ing method. It should also be noted that the FTN 4.0 manual warns against 
trying to transfer files to or from its routines but I can find no noticeable 
difference in its basic structure from the others. 

Indices are another story. Both FTN 4.0 and MOMS methods use an index with the 
first word specifying the type (standard numbered, or named, for those seeking 
more meaningful names than 1, 2, 3; like ONE, TWO, THREE). They then have one 
word entries, an entry for each record in the numbered index; or two word entries, 
one for each record in the named file. The number of the record plus one is the 
location of the entry in the index which contains that record's address in the 
numbered case while the first word of any entry contains the name and the second 
the address in the named case. 

On MERITSS, however, the one and two word entries still apply but the first word 
of the index is not used for any special values but is just another word which 
is available for use. Other than this, the named index works in the same way 
but the numbered form is very different. Instead of having a word of index 
dedicated to each possible record number, the index is used more like a named 
index with the upper 30 bits of the index word containing the number and the lower 
30 containing the address. Clearly, this is the biggest conversion problem to 
be faced. 

The other major area of conversion problems lies in the conversion of source 
program calls to random access routines. A primary area of importance is the 
CLOSMS routine which writes the index out onto the file. This routine exists 
on all three systems but is required on MERITSS (otherwise the index is not 
written out), not required but available on FTN, and not documented or required 
but available on MOMS/MNF. 

The possibility of rewriting in place is another question. This is done through 
a call to subroutine REWRIT, which is undocumented, on the MOMS/MNF system, and 
through a fifth parameter on the WRITMS call on the MERITSS and FTN systems, the 
latter of which is rather elaborate in its abilities. For instance, it does 
not allow the user to rewrite more than he wrote in the first place and has even 
a six~h parameter which is not yet used. 

The SETSCT, SAVSCT routines which are available on MERITSS to access a random 
file by word, rather than by record,are not available on either MOMS/MNF or FTN 4.0 
systems as far as I can tell and is another critical question area. 

Various other minor problems exist. FTN will zero the index while no other system 
will promise to do so, and MNF goes out of its way to insure a non-zero index 
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unless the user presets it. The length of names for named indices is also a 
point to be brought out as MERITSS and FTN 4.0 allow 60 bit quantities while 
MOMS/MNF probably only allows 42 (7 characters). 

In summary then, there are numerous differences in FORTRAN random access 
between the three packages. My investigation has led to a few suggestions. 

First, I suggest that the FTN 4.0 method be used as a model since it seems to 
be the most useful and best doctnnented. It would seem sensible to contact 
MERITSS users to determine if the conversion problem is extensive enough to 
warrant programs to aid conversions or if it may be handled on an individual 
basis. The usage and desirability of the SETSCT, SAVSCT mechanism should be 
studied and, if warranted, these should be incorporated into the FTN system. I 
personally am not sure they are necessary. And, finally, if compatibility with 
the MOMS/MNF methods is desired, those routines should be documented and able to 
interface with the FTN format of files and indices. 

It is my feeling that the numerous technical differences that now exist are a 
barrier to the increased usage of the efficient, worthwhile tool of random access 
and should be eliminated for the user's sake and ours. 

75/07/21 
Robert A. Williams 
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